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	Python Robotics Projects: Build smart and collaborative robots using Python, 9781788832922 (1788832922), Packt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Python to build DIY robotic projects

	
		Key Features

		
			Design, build, and stimulate collaborative robots
	
			Build high-end robotics projects such as a customized personal Jarvis
	
			Leverage the power of Python and ROS for DIY robotic projects


	
		Book Description

	
		Robotics is a fast-growing industry. Multiple surveys state that investment in the field has increased tenfold in the last 6 years, and is set to become a $100-billion sector by 2020. Robots are prevalent throughout all industries, and they are all set to be a part of our domestic lives. This book starts with the installation and basic steps in configuring a robotic controller. You'll then move on to setting up your environment to use Python with the robotic controller. You'll dive deep into building simple robotic projects, such as a pet-feeding robot, and more complicated projects, such as machine learning enabled home automation system (Jarvis), vision processing based robots and a self-driven robotic vehicle using Python.

	
		By the end of this book, you'll know how to build smart robots using Python.

	
		What you will learn

		
			Get to know the basics of robotics and its functions
	
			Walk through interface components with microcontrollers
	
			Integrate robotics with the IoT environment
	
			Build projects using machine learning
	
			Implement path planning and vision processing
	
			Interface your robots with Bluetooth


	
		Who This Book Is For

	
		If building robots is your dream, then this book is made for you. Prior knowledge of Python would be an added advantage.

	
		Table of Contents

		
			Robotics 101
	
			Using GPIOs as Inputs
	
			Making a Gardener Robot
	
			Basics of Motors
	
			Making a Pet Feeding Robot
	
			Bluetooth Controlled Robotic Car
	
			Sensor interface for obstacle avoidance
	
			Making your own Area scanner
	
			Vision Processing
	
			Building a Guard Robot
	
			Basic Switching
	
			Making Jarvis recognize Humans
	
			Making Jarvis IOT Enabled
	
			Giving Voice to Jarvis
	
			Gesture Recognition
	
			Adding Machine Learning
	
			Gesture Controlled Robotic Vehicle
	
			Building a Robotic Arm
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Securing Linux: A Survival Guide for Linux SecuritySAS Institute, 2003
Increase the security of your Linux system with this handy, definitive guide. It presents the latest and best practices for securing a Linux system on both workstations and many server setups.

As the Linux operating system has matured and grown in popularity, security risks have increased. SANS is pleased to announce publication of...

		

How to Cheat in Photoshop Elements 6: Create stunning photomontages on a budgetFocal Press, 2007
Full of quirky tips and tricks for fun and creative image manipulation in Elements!     

       How to Cheat in Elements 6 is an invaluable resource for all users of Photoshop Elements and shows you how to 'cheat' by sharing insider secrets from clever and cunning Elements gurus, David Asch and series forerunner, Steve...

		

Regional Organizations in International Society: ASEAN, the EU and the Politics of Normative Arguing (Palgrave Studies in International Relations)Palgrave Macmillan, 2018

	This book explores the normative foundations of ASEAN and the EU. It revives the history of the two organizations in an in-depth narrative of the protracted arguments surrounding their establishment, legal integration and enlargement. While political actors used norms to legitimize their ideas for institutional change, the complex and...




	

Design and Use of Relational Databases in ChemistryCRC Press, 2008
Design and Use of Relational Databases in Chemistry helps programmers and users improve their ability to search and manipulate chemical structures and information, especially when using chemical database “cartridges”. It illustrates how the organizational, data integrity, and extensibility properties of relational...

		

The Internet Encyclopedia, Volume 1John Wiley & Sons, 2003
The Internet Encyclopedia is the first comprehensive examination of the core topics in the Internet field. The Internet Encyclopedia, a three-volume reference work with 205 chapters and more than 2,600 pages, provides comprehensive coverage of the Internet as a business tool, IT platform, and communications and commerce medium. The audience...

		

The STEAM Revolution: Transdisciplinary Approaches to Science, Technology, Engineering, Arts, Humanities and MathematicsSpringer, 2018

	
		This volume is dedicated to collaborative research across STEM disciplines, the arts and humanities. It includes six sections, framed from a global perspective and exhibits contributions from key experts in the field, emerging scholarly voices, and STEAM practitioners. The added value of STEAM projects in research is highlighted in...
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